AMEN

Ilarathon Session Meet

Council Names Spring Editors, Managers
By PETE WALLS
in a marathon four-hour
Student
leoion yesterday,
approved
members
Council
die editorg and business maness to both the Spartan
Magazine.
Daily anti Lyke
dealing
avoided
They also

delicate situation consith the
Kiang charges made by one stunt against another over alleged
mishandling of funds belonging to
Republicans Club.
he Young
fike Johnson, present Lyke
yagazine editor and former fine
Daily,
srts editor on the Spartan
Spar.
as named next semester’s
tan Daily editor.

Johnson was chosen 0501. Gary
Brown, present Daily sports editor.
The appointments were almost
put off for a week when another
one of those legal technicalities
that plagued the democratic Process cropped up. Jerry Nachman,
who had been named first choice
for editor in the Daily staff pref.
erence vote, declined the nomination shortly before his confirmation by the council. This left the
post to Brown; but legally, at
least two names must be submitted to the council before the selection can be made.
Johnson, who had not rep In
the preference vote, agreed to
appear for the nomination and
on the basis of an inters ieW, was
appointed over Brow a.

Dale Pratt, Ron Miller and Betsy Rainbow were all unopposed
for positions as Daily business
manager, Lyke editor, and Lyke
business manager, respectively,
and were appointed unanimously.
Pat McClenahan, ASB prosecuting attorney, advised the council
to hand a petition from a group
of Young Republicans Club representatives over to him instead of
taking any action, in a serious
charge made by a leader of a
group against a fellow member.
LAST ELECTION VOID
John Gustafson, YRC parliamentarian, and seven other club members asked that the club election
this month be voided because of
improper procedure involving a

woman member v, lio took office
and voted in the elections. Gustafson charged she is not a student
at SJS.
He asked that the council set
up a trusteeship committee to govern the YRC until new elections
are held early next semester.
McClenahan ads ised the coonell that since a more serious
charge of embezzlement of club
funds hil.% been laid by Gustafson against the woman, Sharon
Davis, In Student Court, that the
matter be given to himself and
the judicial co-ordinating board.
"We’ll try to work this thing
out without going to the civil
courts," the ASH attorney said.
McClenahan advised the council
to leave the matter alone since

Miss Davis has apparently hired
an attorney and is allegedly
threatening to sue Gustafson for
libel. Gustafson, McClenahan said,
has apparently gone to the district
attorney over the matter.
*
*
*
OTHER BUSINESS
The council also agreed to set
aside $150 for free coffee for the
14,000 students expected to enroll
next Semester. Guy Gleason, ASB
vice president, said he had talked
to Michael Dolan, cafeteria manager, about supplying free coffee.
He said Mr. Dolan told him 10,000 cups would cost $60.
"A hundred and fifty dollars will
buy approximately 25,000 cups of
coffee," Gleason said.
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Cal Says State Grads
Get Lower Grades
Grades received by state
college graduates among
whom were graduates from
San Jose Statewere lower
than those earned by any
intilar group of students
during their first semester at

the University of California graduate school.
This is the result of a report
trade by C.C. to the state college
presidents’ board.
The report compared the academic performance of 247 stueats from 11 state colleges with
753 graduates from California
ivate colleges and universities,
al, out-of-state colleges and forign colleges. All students entered
he U.C. graduate division in the
all of 1958, the period used in
e study.
Foreign students at U.C. reoh ed the highest grade -point
ascragc daring the period, 3.39;
followed by out-of-state, 3.25;
Cal, 3.12; California private colliges and universities, 2.98; and
state colleges, last, with 2.92.
ii’. limes W. Brown, head of
-

Managers
Meet Today;
15 Visitors

the SJS graduate division, said
that contrary to the survey, which
he said was taken only on the
Berkeley campus of the university, state college students led
all others at UCLA, where a Similar study was taken.
Officials at Berkeley said that
the statistics in the report were
based on enough data to show a
trend.
REASON FOR GRADES
They cited some reasons for the
difference in .grade -point averages
were the fact that top students
are "not as likely to attend state
colleges in the first place" and
that "students from other countries generally had passed through
a highly selective (educational)
system." The officials’ statement
was quoted in the "Daily California," student newspaper at U.C.
According to Dr. Brown, state
college students’ grades in graduate courses at UCLA were better than graduate* from out-ofstate and only three-hundredths
of one point lower than graduates of U.C. Itself.
Dr. Brown said that graduate
students now enrolled at San Jose
State, 1000 of whom are working
on master’s degrees, "exceed the
national average" and "measure
up well" with the performances of
students in other universities and
colleges throughout the country.
One other part of the U.C. survey calculated and compared the
differences between the five
groups in regard to the percentage
of students who received "A"s.
Foreign students again led the
groups with 50 per cent; out-ofstate students had 44.4 per cent;
Cal students, 35.9 per cent; and
the state colleges trailed with 24.6

Repre.entatives from 15
ollcge- and universities will
merge on the San Jose
late campus today and toaorrow for the hi -annual
lanager’, Conference.
William M. Felse, student per cent.
flaws

business manager, will be
n charge of the conference, which
ill deal with aspects of managing
tudent facilities, such as the
Parton Bookstore and Spartan
afeteria.
Business began this morning
oh the introduction of the vario representatives and guests at,
rimming speech of Dean 1’
rant Burton, executive dean of
he college,
imneh and a tour of the Ford
Motor Co. plants In Milpitas beSin this afternoon’s slate of ay thine,. Also planned are panel
laM.11..1.1114 tin IN. Student Union
and student health insurance.
1,4110110W morning Wilbur
1rd, director of athletics at SJS
nil a member of the National Collasle Athletic Association Rules
ommittee, will talk on the "Col Se Varsity Sports Program
resent and Future."
Harry Wineroth, manager of the
Nolan ISsikstore and president
the Western College Bookstore
synatirin, will speak on "The
’,11rIte Bookstore" and will lead
groop on a tour through the
Members of the San Jose staff
Peaking, in addition to Mr. Winroth and Mr.
Hubbard, are Mt Islet I.. Dolan,
manager of the
;tartan Cafeteria,
and Air. John
mos, superintendent
of buildings
nil grounds.

Book Talk

Workshop Slated
A yell leader, song girl workshop will be held tonight at 7
in the Women’s Gym for all
students interested in yell and
song positions for the next year.
Students can become members
of the Rally Committee, a prerequisite for the positions, at
the meeting.

SJS Demos
Hold First
Meet Tonight

scheduled for March 2, in Morris
Dailey Auditorium, he said. Tickets will be $1.25 for unreserved
The SJS Young Democrats seats and $1.50 for reserved seats
the first 10 rows of the downwill hold their first official in
stairs( and several rows in the
meeting tonight at 7 in Cafe- balcony.
teria Room B.
At the last SAC meeting, memjazz
For the student political bers decided to have dixieland
for the entertainment and selectgroup the meeting will cul- ed the Dukes from a list of enterminate months of campaign- tainers available at that time,
ing for ASB approval and recogni- Dunton said.
tion by the Central Democratic
The Kingston Trio was sugCommittee.
gested, hut they were asking
Both ASB and the CDC ap- $10,000 for a single night approved the Young Democrats Club
constitution this week.
Topics set for the meeting are
appointment of committee chairThe fifth of seven performmen, sign-up for committees,
ances of George Bernard Shaw’s
and preparation for a member"Candida" will be staged tonight
ship drie.
Plans for the club include re- at 8:15 in the Studio Theater,
search for political candidates, pre- SD103.
Tickets for the comedy may
cinct work, and organized campaigning for a possible State As- be purchased at the College TheSJS. ater box office from 1 to.5 p.m.
sembly candidate from
daily, or by telephoning Cypress
Speakers will be scheduled.
Temporary officers are Bill Ash, 4-6414, Ext. 363.
president; Ken Dougherty, vice
president; Cecelia Stanton and
Brian Hutton, secretaries; and
Harry Bearman, treasurer.
The new campus organization is
getting on its feet by forming a
steering committee until permanent officers can be elected.
A special half-hour telecast on
the past and future development
of missiles and satellites will be
presented this afternoon by KOED-TV, the college’s closed-circuit
station.
The program will he telecast to
the Studio Theater and Speech and
Drama Library at 3:45 p.m.
". . . And Tin-n Beyond" will
feature models of the Polaris
missile and Agena satellite, film
such things as possible comproclips of the X-17 and Polaris
missiles. the "111PC1)-APPI)" of the
mises whenever conflict is presRussians’ satellites, and a "reent; selentifIc methods as the
created" Russian news broadSOCIal,
for
solution
best
met.
and ethical problems; and the
Another film will show the speclikelihood of social progress ap- tacular failure of the Air Force’s
pearing in a specific political Thor missile, pictures of the far
side of the moon (from the Soviet
framework."
magazine "USRR") will also be
The author discusses in his work
seen.
the criticisms and suggested soluThe program will be presented
tions offered by four men whose
senior radio and television mawritings have had some intellec- by
jor George Yanok and produced
tual impact outside their immediby Douglas Coleman.
ate fields, Jacque Martain, Catho- and directed
lic; Rheinhold Niebuhr, Protestant; Karl Mannheim, Socialist;
and Arnold Toynhee, historian.
All secondary school student
"Frankel feels that while some
of their beliefs are justified, none teaching candidates for next seof the writers have been able to mester will meet in Morris Dailey
offer reasonable alternatives for Auditorium Wednesday, Jan. 20.
liberalism," stated the reviewer. at noon.
Students will receive student
"Some of the alternatives offered,
suggests the authnr, are worse teaching assignments and related
materials.
than liberalism itself,"

Fifth in ’Round’

TV To Show
Missiles

Of Political Liberalism
By DARLA GRAINGER
"Charles Frankel’s book
’The Case for Modern Man’
does not get Its, as liberals,
out of the W Is, but it does
gist’
a 100k at some of the
problems facing political liberalism," stated Dr. Whitaker T. Deininger, associate professor of philosophy, at yesterday’s book talk.
"Frankel’s book is not, meant to
be a techniques book, nor a hook
which treats the subject of political liberalism thoroughly," continued Dr. Deininger.
Discussing the author’s meaning of liberalism, the reviewer
stated that he doesn’t try to present one adequate definition, but
rather characterizes the liberalist.
"The definition of a liberalist
her of certain beinvois es a
liefs," stated 11r. Delninger.
"The liberalist would believe In

NO. 64

Dukes of Dixielan
To Present Show
The Dukes of Dixieland
will toot their own horns for
State students next semester,
according td Syd Dunton ,Social Affairs Committee entertainment chairman.
The big-name entertainment show has been tentatively

Student Teachers

... Spartan Daily Editor

DALE PRATT
... Daily Advertising

Manager

Grants Now
Available
For1960-61
More than 100 scholarships totaling some 820,000
are available in the 1960-61
academic year scholarship
program, Donald R. Ryan,
assistant to the dean of students, announced yesterday.
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pearance. Dunton said.
At tomorrow’s meeting of the
committee, Chairman Bill Nelson
will discuss plans for activities
night, Feb. 4; registration dance.
Feb. 9; and the Spring Formal,
April 1. Meetings are held in TH53
at 3:30 p.m.
Activities night will feature a
dance in the Women’s Gym, Nelson said. Music will be presented
by the Jazz Critics, a four-piece
combo.
The registration dance is on the
day before classes officially begin.
Because of this, the dance will last
from 8 to 11 p.m. "There will be
an 11 p.m. lock out for women in
campus living centers," Nelson
added. Rubin Biegalnw and his
orchestra will play Nelson said.

Engineering
Plans Honor
Dr. Fritz 13. Harris, head of the
Industrial Engineering Department, will discuss "Engineering
Applications of Electronic Digital
Computer Systems" at an engineering faculty seminar tomorrow
at 4:30 p.m. in E10.5.
Some of the applications to be
presented by Dr. Harris were developed in his work with RamoWooldridge Co. in Los Angeles.
The meeting is open to all interested presons. Coffee will he served
at 4:15 p.m.

April 15 is the deadline for completing application, Mr. Ryan said.
Scholarship applications and information booklets for scholarships
and loans offered during the coming year are available at the Dean
of Students’ Office, Adm269.
To be eligible, student must be
regularly enrolled, must carry 12
semester units or more and have
at least a 2.75 grade average. Mr.
Ryan said.
Applicants are required to
submit three letters of recommendation and to arrange for
an interview at the Dean of Students’ Office before the April
15 deadline.
The scholarships are awarded
on the basis of scholastic achievement, financial need and individual
character and promise, Mr. Ryan
said. Recipients are chosen with
the joint approval of their college
departments and the College Scholarship Committee.
The 1960-61 scholarship and loan
booklets now available also outline the short-term loans and National Defense Student Loan programs. There is no deadline for
applying for the loans.
New scholarships and awards
offered are:
Gatnma Omega Chapter, Delta Kappa Gamma Scholarship for
$100 to an outstanding female
education major planning to student teach.
American Welding Society
Scholarship, Santa Clara Valley
Section, for $100 to a promising
freshman, sophomore or transfer
in engineering.
The San Jose Dames Club
Scholarship for $100 to a married
student, with children, who is a
senior or graduate.
- The William E. Gould Memorial Scholarship to an upper division jounalism student.
Santa Clara County Medical
Society Scholarship of $350 awarded to an outstanding pre-med student.

world wire
EARTHQUAKE DEVASTATES PERUVIAN (Ili
LIMA, Peru I UPI I At least 38 persons were killed ;in u more than
200 injured yesterday in an earthquake which devastated Arequipa,
Peru’s second largest city, the Peruvian Red Cross reported.
Relief officials said 31 of the 38 bodies recovered from the ruins
of downtown Arequipa had been identified. They were fearful that the
death toll would mount as the search of debris continued.
UNDERWORLD LEADERS SENTENCED
NEW YORK IUPII Twenty alleged underworld leaders who hid
a "propensity for a career of crime" behind a cloak of respectability
were sentenced to prison yesterday for keeping a tight-lipped silence
about 1957 Appalachian Gangland Convention. Federal Judge Irving R.
Kaufman levied sentences of three to five years against the well dressed, unsmiling group whose probation reports, he said, "read like
a tale of horrors." Most of them also were fined $10,000.
PRESIDENT STICKS TO NEUTRALITY
WASHINGTONPresident Eisenhower yesterday stuck by his
policy of neutrality in the fare of an opportunity to publicly endorse
Vice President Richard M. Nixon for the 1960 Republican presidential
nomination. The President was asked at his news conference whether,
In view of the absence of competition for the GOP nomination, he wanted to declare his support for Nixon now.
1-le turned aside the question with a bit of humor. Ile said the only
thing he knew about the November Presidential election is, "I can’t
run." The 22nd amendment to the constitution, which limits a president to two terms, rules that out.
KIDNAP KILLER SOUGHT BY AUTHORITIES
TIJUANA, Mexico (UPI) -Authorities on both sides of the border
yesterday sought the kidnap-killer of a 10-year-old Southern California
girl. The FBI stepped into the investigation.
The beaten, partially clad body of Mary Lou Olson was found
Wednesday about 15 mites south of here off the Tijuana-Ensenada
Highway. The discovery by two tennant farmers ended an extensive
search which began shortly after the brown-haired, blue-eyed girl disappeared Jan. 3 from her National City home.
FRENCH FINANCE MINISTER QUITS
PARIS I UPI)Finance Minister Antoine Piney announced today
after seeing President Charles De Gaulle that he will quit the government and retire at least temporarily (rum political life.

RON MILLER
Lyke Editor

BETSY RAINBOW
Lyke Cusiness

Manager

Swastika
Outbreak
In East
NEW YORK CPI IThe ugly
swastika fad broke out with fresh
virulence on the campus of a New
England university Wednesday.
A student at another university
was suspended for swastika -daubing, and the anti-semitic symbol
turned up in Chicago, 13;.st.-al and
Worcester. Mass,
The University of Vermont at
Burlington became the latest major victim of the cranks, bigots
and unfunny pranksters who have
taken to daubing swastikas and
anti-semitic slogans on public
buildings and homes throughout
the nation.
The Vermont Chapter of Tau
Epsilon Phi, a Jewish fraternity,
received a Burlington-postmarked letter on swastika -blazoned
stationery purporting to come
from an organization called
"Those Against Jewish Vanity."
The letter said "Remember Buchenwald," the infamous Nazi concentration camp where thousands
of Jews died. "This may happen
to you," the letter said.
Simultaneously, a white swastika was found painted on a campus statue of Ira Allen, the Protestant founder of the University
of Vermont.

SPARTANS A
Simple Simon met
a pieman going to
the fair. Said the
pieman to Simple
Simon, Buddy, you
are missing the
greatest deal in
the world by going
to this fair. Just
turn yourself around
and get down to RjA
for the biggest
January Clearance
sale 1.25 T-shirts
now priced at a
mere 95¢!
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LITTLE MAN ON. CAMPUS

Addition a Shame
It’s a shame that we ha%e to spend an
estimated $60,000 preparing the Speech
and Drama Building for the second -story
addie . The money could easily be used
for other college purposes.
The $60,000 is nearly a fifth of the
total budget for the addition. But even this
sum is small when compared to the cost of
an entirely new building.
The Speech and Drama Department had
to expand. It was either up on the roof or
Department out into the street.
Had To
The only blame must he
Expand,
placed on the heads of "the
men in Sacramento." who, when the building was planned, didn’t want the college to
go above a 6000 student ceiling.
And so the building was planned for
just that number; there was not eVell room

for expansion of facilities to serve that
small number of students.
as a bad one from
The ceiling decis*
the start. Government leaders certainly
could not have been so uninformed as to
believe that small colleges could acco ttttt iodate California’s rising school population.
It’s hard to. believe that they actually
favored "a lot of little schools," Once 6000
Student
rather than fewer, but larger.
Celiac
colleges which had more to
offer.
When the ceiling %. as abandoned. the
Speech and Drama building was already
constructed. There was little that could he
done.
But we hope that Sacramento officials
have a little more foresight than they did
10 years ago, and won’t make the same mistake again.
RT.

thrust and parry
Offers Cure To Help
Class Council ’Ills’
EDITOR: During the past few
years the San Jose State College
student government has undergone
a series of changes with the initia-

PAULS
CYCLES
For the discriminate cyclist...
England’s 3speed Raleigh and
Jaunts 8 & 10 speed touring and
racing bicycle.

1435 The Alameda CY3-9766

MAYFAIR
’WONDERFUL
COUNTRY’
Robert M;tchurn, Julie London
Pedro Armenderiz
Plus ... A great Comedy

’PILLOW TALK’
Rock Hudson. Doris Day
Thelma Ritter, Tony Randall

Towne Theater
IN COLOR
Alec Guinness in Cony’s

The Horse’s Mouth"
ALSO

’Always a Price Tag"
Story of a diabolical crime
A French movie

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
’PILLOW TALK’
Rock HudsonDoris Day
Thelma RitterTony Randaii
PLUS

’4-D MAN’

Robert LensingLee

Meriareather

GAY THEATER
loth In Color
"HOLE IN THE HEAD"

Frank Sinatra
PLUS
Turbulent Story of the Painter Goya

..

"NAKED MAJA"
Ana Gardner

EL RANCHO
All In Color
’SAMSON AND DELILAH’
Victor Mature
PLUS
’ULYSSES’
KIrlt Douglas

The Lincoln National Life
Insurance Company

thin of SPUR in its political setup
However, this change has not affected the respective class councils apathy and disinterest are
stronger than ever.
The cause of this seems to be
that these class councils are not
meeting the needs of their members and will, in time, become
non-functional. Already these organizations are being threatened
with extinction by the central
branch of the student government.
A plan to cure the class councils of their ills stems to lie primaHly with the elected officers,
since they are the representatives and leaders of their classes.
Selecting, then electing the most
capable and enthusiastic people
seenut to bet one step In the right
direction toward curbing apathy
and disinterest.
There are two. distinct methods
by which this can be accomplished:
1. That interested and designated individuals confer with administrators foi the purpose of establishing some form of recognition for class officers. Examples
of this would be credits toward
graduation; and/or provisions for
stipends to elected officers, similar to those allotted to the Associated Student Body president.
2. That the Spartan Daily, in
addition to reviewing ASEI candidates, review candidates for the
class councils. This would be using
the Daily as a means of communication between the student and the
candidate.
These are but a few suggestions
presented by a variety of concerned individuals, and we feel
they warrant consideration by all
of us.
STEVE LARSON, ASH 11304
GRACE KUBOTA, ASH 12271

COLLEGE MEN
The LNL College Plan will be of
and Grad.
cute Students...while you are still
,n school, you secure a low rote because of present age and status.
More importantthe Lincoln College Plan can be started now without
regular premium deposits being made
until after you’re out of school.
You benefit with thew edventages
special interest to Seniors

Low rate to students
Flexibilitytailored to present and future needs
You make no regular
deposits until you are out of
school
Get complete information on the
Lincoln College Plan from
AL CORRAL, Class of ’58
SJS Campus Agent

CY 7-7368

SPURS: ’Thanks
For Contributions’

We want to express
sincere thanks to all individuals
and groups of students and staff
who so generously gave through us
to the underprivileged this Christmas.
Many things were donated
gifts, food boxes, mone, and time.
All these contributions helped
bring a bright Christmas to many
who could not have had one otherwise.
Thanks so much.
MAN JOSE STATE SPURS
JULIE WILLIAMS, COMAsks James Noble:
MITTEE CHAIRMAN
DONNA FAMMATRE, SPUR
’Are You Serious?’
PRESIDENT
EDITOR: After reading Mr. NoMRS. ALSTON RIGTER
ble’s article concerning the policy
ADVISER.
adopted for future summer tours
through Europe. I would like to
ask him: "Are you serious?"
Students Wonder:
As a member of last year’s sum- ’Honest
and Truly?’
mer tour, I found that even withEDITOR: Dear Nt,
,tafson:
out "the benefit of experienced
parental guidance," my "youthful Honest and truly?
RAY BLOCKIE, ASS 10517
Innocence" remained uncorrupted,
JEAN PETERSON, ASK 8812
much to my dismay.
ELIZABETH STONE
ASB 13878

Spartan2)ailii

/Mitered me second class matter April
14, 1021, at Onn .0018P. Clifornia an der the net of Morel. 2 15711. Member California Pie.opnner itobllabern. Ammelation. Pnbilabed daily by
Ammeinted Students of Onn Jone
Collette, except Saturday and
anaday, during rolled.. year. %oftaeriptiono accepted only on
In
basis.
inninder-of-aehool-year
045 In oaring/ semenFell nem
ter, 112. C74-0414Editorliel let. 210,

JIM ADAMS.
BILL CRAWFORD.

vidie
AL COR*.AL
College AgentSan Jose State

I fail to see how Mr. Noble
could allow himself to send his
"own daughters on a foreign
tour," since he already is convinced that their "youthful innocence" (or, more precisely,
their ignorance of everything not
taught to a mixed group In Sunday school) can only be preserved by constant supervision by
Big Brothers for Sister, us the
case may be).
Mr. Noble, if you feel that your
daughters require such humiliating
treatment, then I suggest that you
continue tti keep them tied to your
apron strings.
How do you expect anyone to
achieve "total social enlightenment" if one is to be kept on a
chain and allowed to see only the
things which some administrator
thinks are "nice?"
I personally don’t feel that any
person has such a complete knowledge of the world as to warrant
anyone else’s absolute, unquestioning belief, be he Mohammed,
Christ or Mephistopheles.
ORAN KANGAS
ASK 7162
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EDITOR:

Says Immature view
’Cannot Be Tolerated’
EDITOR: The pie,ident ot :lie
Young Republicans has said that
if there were any etTors in their
recent election they would be remedied. Does this mean that he
would willingly give up his office?
On the contrary, Mr. illockle
has been quoted 04 saying that
if he anti his gang did not maintain their ruling position in the
club, then he would attempt to
get the organization’s charter
annulled through the state, and
possibly form a new group with
him as top man.
Obviously, this disgusting display of immaturity cannot be tolerated. Is this I-won’t -play-unless I’m -made-captain philosophy a reflection of the Republican Party
in general?
GEORGE WEST
ASH 15087

Intermission-

30th Year of Song
For Mills Brothers
By JERRY NACHMAN

Drama Editor
* ROLLING ALONG in
much the same manner as
their famous "Lazy River,"
the Mills Brothers, now a
show business tradition, are
celebrating their 30th year
of singing "songs we like."
Their taste has been good for
25 golden record hits or more
than 25 million sales.
"I know there are more than
that, though," Henry Mills said
outside the Fairmont’s Venetian
Room during thcir appearance
there last month. e
Henry is the roundest member
of the three-brother trio. The
Mills Brothers are what show
business people refer to as "old
pros," but Henry’s views are right
up to date with modern trends,
contrary to. their nostalgic repetoire.
Dropping in a few comments
on rock and roll, Henry remarked, "Rock and roll is only
a new name tor old two-beat
music which was popular in tile
Dixieland era. Songs like ’Up a
Lazy River,’ which was recorded in 1936, IS rock and roll."
The three brothers began in radio by breaking in with an act
which consisted of imitating band
sounds.
Today they have people imitating them. "We helped the Ames
Brothers get started," Henry said.
"They came backstage one night
and talked to us and asked us
about show biz. We told them,
and they got out records and began imitating us. I’ve got to hand
it to them, though, they stuck
to it."
The Mills Brothers’ night club
act consists of an hour of echos
of their past song hits. They push
out "Glow Worm," "Paper Doll,"
"Mississippi Mud," and other memory-lane hits, which the audience gobbles up.

"Lyric -wise’. today’s rock and
roll is bad," Henry commented.
"I don’t like what certain
groups are doing to rock and
roll. On the whole, though, I dig
it lite most."
*THE MILLS BROTHERS
made their first gold record when
discs were selling at 35 cents
each. Now in their 31st year of
making music, it would appear
the group has had enough "practice."
"We rehearse Mostly for our
recordings," Henry said.
A careful listener of music,
Henry said he "likes all music,
and tries to see what each
group does." He mentioned his
gamust ran from opera to hillbilly. "I appreciate what they
are trying to do, even if I don’t
like IL" he added, smiling.
Thirty years runs close to some
sort of record for show business
longevity, but the Mills Brothers
are not without a formula for
their years of success.
"Part of it is due to the fact
that we take a song, change it,
but keep the essential beauty of
it. We keep the story and explain
it in the song."
What is Henry Mills’ personal prescription for 30 years
of singing soccese "I think
about the people Instead of me
%% hen I go out there. I still get
nervous, hut it passes quickly
when I get into the first song."
The Mills Brothers repetoire includes 11 songs per show, which
comes out to more than 30 an
evening, which times 30 years
equals some,..
Well, anyway, it equals 25 million sales. But the three brothers
and one guitar accompanist aren’t calling it a career. Their
honey-sweet harmony, enthusiasm
and sincere enjoyment of the song
will carry them on long after all
the Kingston Trios In the world
have sung their final note.

Drama ’Shorts’ Next Week
Two productions have been
,cheduled for next week by the.
Speech and Drama rehearsal and
performance class.
The plays are "Lives of Don
Perlimplin and .Belisa in the Gardeti," by Federico Garcia Lorca,
the famous Spanish playwright,
and "The Bald Soprano," by Eugene Ionesco.
"The Bald Soprano" is a spoof

OPP.

of the drawing-room comedies
where Ionesco satirizes the convensions and thought of the characters typical of certain plays.
The purpose of the play production class, taught by Dr. Jack
Neeson, assistant professor of
drama, Is to give advanced training in acting style. Tickets are 50
cents for each play and available
at the door.

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUS4
545 S. 2nd. St. Hours 7 A.M. fo 9 P.M.

Art-9714u3k-21ratna
By PHYLLIS MACKAI,I.
Art and Music Editor
Dr. Paul Mown, specialist on
the .hrout, will lecture on "The
VoiceIts Nature and Development" this afternoon at 1:30 in
Concert Hall. The lecture is free
and open to the public.
*
*
*
Chamber Motile by Mozart and
in the
played
Schubert will be
Survey of Music Literature class
this morning at 11:30 in C’uncert
Hall. Student performers will be:
Martin Sivith, violin; Joyce
Thompson, viola; Stephen Neb.
hurdt, cello; Bruce Stinnett,
strins bass; and Sylvia Woodkey,
piano. They are students of Donald Homuth, assistant professor
of music. Clarinet music also will
be presented by students of Thomas Eagan, associate professor of
music.
*
*
*
Pianist Elena Oulu& Hitchcock
will appear tomorrow night at
8:30 with the Santa Clara Philharmonic Orchestra in the University of Santa Clara auditorium. Miss Hitchcock will play
Schumann’s "Concerto In A minor." Tickets are available at the
Santa Clara Chamber of Commerce.
Ballet Espanol Ximenez-Vargas
will present its only San Francisco appearance tomorrow night
at the San Francisco Memorial
Opera House. The troupe has taken traditional Spanish and Latin
American dances and made them
into "character dances." This is
its first tour of the United States,
Nels E. Oback, assistant professor of art, currently has a.
watercolor on display in the San
Francisco Art Association exhibit
at the M. H. DeYoung Memorial
Museum in San Francisco.
*
*
*
John V. DeVineenzi, assistant
professor of art, has received an
honorable mention for his watercolor "Our Neighborhood" which
Is being shown in Sacramento’s
Crocker Gallery.
*
*
*
Dr, Friench Simpson, professor

h

traltilUtOr.edil.111* ht
’The lito
of the Courtier" by
Castiglione, which recently
published in the "Milestonestt:,
1,
Thought" series of the
Ungar Publishing Co. F’rederic
Dr. Simpson translated impo,.
(ant sections of "The
for Use in the SJS Courtier
humanities
program; this
publication aill
make the translation
available to
other schools. The book,
in the 16th centitry, had written
a great
influence as the ettibudinterit
new social type.
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Vaughn’s

2

for the
price of

toII

1

1

0
0

EXPANSION
Sale

Our entire stock of suits,
jackets, sport shirts, wash
pants, sport coats, etc., is
offered at special sale price
in order to make way for
our new store expansion.
2 for
5.95

2 for
59.50

(split with a buddy)

(Two may participate)

2 for
12.95

I didn’t know you could get that much
money for ybur used text books, but you
can if you sell your text books NOW at
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Columbia Prof
To Read Paper

Pharaohs To Fall

Thursday,

’I lie reading is the last of four
readings being sponsored under the
chairmanship of Dr. Frederick C.
Domrneyer, head of the Philosophy Departmeni.
Philosophy and social science
majors, as well as other interested
persons, are Invited to attend the
program, according to Dr. Whitbeing
readings
aker Deininger, associate professor
tour
Department.
Philosophy
of philosophy.
the
professor Nagel, who 4peeittlIzen
sciences, is
of
philusuphy
in the
the Adcurrently working with
Behavior of
vanced institute for
Stanford UniScience Research at
versity.
of several books
fie is the author
incluaajg ’Sovereign R ea so n,"
oLogie Without Metaphysics" and
"Philosophy and Scientific Meth -

B,

inesting Department is
planning a three-day open house
pnignim in February to commemanniversary year.
orate its
Programs open to the public will
be helil on Feb. 25, 26 and 27. A
special oriigram for high school
planned for Saturday,
students
Feb. If. Concurrent activities for
engineeri n g alumni and junior college students are scheduled.
The department officially opened laboratories in 1947.
Enginering Department objectives and informations will be presented by demonstration and exhibits to promote "more complete
support and cooperation from industry,, business and the public."
Herbert Ragle is student chairman for the event. Committee
chairmen are: Bill Stansbeary, Jim
McCoy, William Brimhall, Eric Isaacson, Dale Hendren, Angelo Di Vecchio, Torn Farrell, Carl Westenskow, Richard Brownlie, Richard Sandretto and Burton Falk-

Church Talk
Set Ton!ght
:.,Aup James A. Pike of the
;..scopal Church, diocese of California, and the Rev. Theodore liesburgh, president of the University
of Notre Dame, will discuss population control tonight, 9:30 to 11,
8(713S-1V, Channel 5.
Father Hesbuigh will present
the views of the Roman Catholic
Church and Bishop Pike the views
of the Episcopal and protestant
Chqrches

Philosophy Head
Will Be Speaker

\

110(1\1E11

San Jose State is- doing
something about the superior
student--with the Humanities program.
’f he program is a two %ear
’ititegtatior I’ I/ II r
I Inn

Aid Offered
For Russian
Grad Study

Engineer
To Talk

*;IPARTAT4 DAILY

Superior Students Study
’integrated’ Humanities

proles Dr. Ernest Nagel.
Cofrom
philosophy
or Of
lumbia Unkersity, %sill read
&paper analyzing the problem of "Detertninisin and
History" Monday evening at
the first of
8i0 C11234. It is sponsored
by

Dr. Nagel is past president of
Philosophers Asst.the American
ehtt1on.

January 14. 1CW10

443
Travel grants to USSR are beWI(
ing solicited from qualified graduate students by the Inter-UniverFAREWELL VISITUnited Arab Republic President Gamal Abdel
sity Committee.
Nasser pays farewell tribute to doomed temple at Luxor, Egypt.
The grants are fur study or reThe statues of Pharaoh Remeses (in the background) will be subsearch (or both) in any field. Apmerged by water from Nile River when Aswam Darn is built.
plicants truest demonstrate ti "reaWith Nasser are members of his cabinet.
sonable professional benefit" from
the proposed study, the committee
reports.
The grants are offered for five
to eighteen months, generally between September and June. Information is available from the InterUniversity Committe on Travel
Grants, 409 W. 117th St., New
Dr. Graham C. Wilson, ’ducted an extensive research study
York 27, N.Y.
on 17th Century English literature
To qualify, applicants moist be professor of English. will be- in the British Museum.
an American citizen, 40 years old gin a %%sekly is
proor younger and presently enrolled gram tomorrow from 9 to
In advanced degree study. Instruc- 9:30 p.m. on KQED. the San
tors, assistant professors and postdoctoral researchers also are eli- Francisco educational telegible. The applicant must speak vision station.
The program will be entitled.
fluent Russian or be willing to
A story and pictures by senior
study the language intensively dur- "American Perspective" and will
present views of Europe, America public relations major Gerald
ing the summer.
and the people who inhabit both French are feaIts red in this
continents as reflected in the month’s "Sunset" magazine. The
works of famous authors.
article describes the use of horses
The first program will be titled, at a San Jose brick company.
"Image of Europe." Dr. Wilson will
"Sunset" has already published
present a historical survey of two of French’s stories on Death
American authors whose attitudes Valley and the Natural Bridges in
towards Europe seem to represent Tuolumme County.
The Social Affairs C’ommittee
the attitude of the period in which
To be published soon are his
will present its second musical
they wrote.
articles and photographs on Pickprogram of the year today from
The first six weeks of the pro- ering Lumber Co. (Tuolumne
3 to 4:15 p.m. in the snack bar
gram will be devoted to Ameri- County) and the Baja California
of the Cafeteria.
Entertaining will be a trio of can authors. The second pro- Trip of Dr. Rocci Pisano, associate
SJS musicians including Paul Ar- gram, Jan. 22, will he "The Pur- professor of biology.
nerich, Chuck Ziert and Dave itan Abroad," with reading from
Hardwicke. Backing them will be a Nathanial Hawthorn e. The
guitar and a banjo as they sing works of Henry Janie« will he
featured In the program, Jan. 29,
folk song selections.
The first program was very suc- entitled, "The Art of Travel."
cessful, with a near standing-room The program will he video-taped
only crowd. Primo’s Jazz Combo for use by the National Educawas presented at that time.
tional Television Network,
"It is hoped that these programs
Dr. Wilson joined the faculty in
can be held every two weeks," 1953. In 1957 he was one of 200
Dunton said.
persons from among 1500 applicants selected as a staff member
TRIP, the shipboard travelers
Nof
recreation information program.
which booked special student sailing to Europe for 9000 students

Prof To Have
Own TV Show

Student Sells
To ’Sunset’

Committee
Offers Show
In Cafeteria

(Deans dial tile stlitletil
it’s all aspeti of Weitet
lion In one course Instead La ,,
series of separate, unrelated
courses.
The students in the Humanities
program are chosen on the basis
of their high school records and
of their performance on the SJS
personnel exams. The students are
Invited individually to take the
course.
RELATED STI’ DV
’The Humanities course is
taken instead id
hi-glut sting ’courses in the general education requirensents. The twoyear sequence ’satisfies all genend educathin requirements in
the social scienees, including
American government. literature, philosophy, speech, composition and the arts.
The program covers all these
subjects in a related way, showing
the connection and interrelation of
all these fields. Coordinator is Dr.
0, Clinton Williams.
There are 335 freshmen in the
course this year compared to 240
last year, according to Dr. Williams. Two hundred are in the
sophomore division.
The first year begins with andent Greece, ancient Rome, the
medieval period through the
eighteenth century. The second
year studies the 19th and 20th

centuries.

Lectures are given by the Humanities staff twice a week.
Through these lectures the stu-

Cal-Vets Sign
Cal-% cts are requested II, sign
attendance vouchers for January subsistence in the Cashier’s
Office, Adm263, as soon as possible,

’ dents learn about the philosophy,
history, literature, music, art and
science of each people and period.
Discussion groups are held three
times a week. In these smaller
groups, the students are encouraged ins participate in discussions
Written compositions UM Illsu re -

Navy Plans
Air Training

Interviews
interested its

the field of as itttion will lirt%e
an opportunity to examine
the Niiy’s a% iation programs
toila.% and tomorrow Wile,’
this N:1% ill

As IiIIII/11

1111111111a-

from the I

.S.
Naval air station in Oakland visits
SJS campus.
Naval officials will conduct interviews with interested students
at a naval aviation information
van on campus between 10 a.m.
and 3 p.m. The van is equipped
with aviation displays and models
of naval aircraft.
The aviation officer candidate program is available to college graduates with a bachelor’s
degree. A student must be betsseen the ages of 19 and 26 and
meet the required mental and
physical requirements. After a
four months course, candidates
receive a commission as a naval
officer and straw full pay and
allowsinees while completing
flight training. Marriage tines
not exempt him.
The Naval Aviation Cadet pro-’
gram is open to students who have
completed 60 semester units. To
qualify, a person must be between
18 and 23 years of age and lw
single.
Students interested in crimple,
ing the mental examination i
quirecl to qualify for either pi , gram, may take them while :hi
team is here,
LIIIII

Team

quired in these "section" meetings.
Instead of textbaoks, the students read original source material wherever possible.
ESE ORIGINAL SOURCES
Some of the WOI’kS 1;(Itili are by
Haiti, Greek
froffIPI*,
arid Roman poets and dramatists,
laicretitN. the BilJle. St. Augustine. St. Thomas Aquinas. Dante
Inferno I,
I Canterbury
Tales I, Shakespeare, Moliere, Etarine, Jolla laicke, Voltaire, Rousseau.
Kallt,
Goethe, Thoreau, Flaulwrt Ctladassie
Bcu’.aryt, Karl Mars, Ernest
Illemingway, T. S. Eliot, David
n (The Loneiy t’rew(1),
Aldine: Huxley (limn it New
World).
Most uf the books are available in pocket books or in lowpriced edit tons;
s’Ejot,s’is LIKE eol’ittiE
’Ike
.s tally transferable
to any cull,
ilany students have
written to c. Williions saying
how much the Humanities course
has helped them in going on to advanced work at Stanford. University of California and other universities.
"The students are very enthusiastic about the course," said Dr.
Williams. "We hope to eventually
extend the program to an inte’.trated course in the science."
FRIDAY, JAN. ISi 8 p.m.

With The
World"

"Dealing

TRUTH LECTURE
by RICHARD F. KINGSLEY
at the

CHRISTIAN
ASSEMBLY
72 N. 5th St.

CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM
Reg Serv. . . . SUN., 11:00 LT,
WED. 3:45 p.m,.

eed Loan?

During the tone. Dr. Wilson conStudents in financial need may
contact the office of the dean of
lir. 1.1,s
k C. Dommeyer, students, Adm269, after spring sePhilosophy 1)epa ’Intent head, will mester registration for information
be the cutest speaker for Alpha Eta on National Defense Student loans.
Sigma’s haat meeting of the seStudents must be enrolled in
,
i.iy at the Hawaiian teacher training, engineering, sciGarde,.
..t ant.
ence, math or modern foreign lanA 111W ittKiill:NIIIcs it it
Outgoing pre it lent Ralph Abee guage fields and have a 2.75 grade
will install Al Swanson and his average to be eligible, according to for flight-minded students is
other officers. Other officers to Donald R. Ryan, assistant to the offered by the
’ritautics
be Inst illeni are Jack Lenser, first dean of students.
semeiser.
next
Department
vice president; Al Ankrum, second
San Jose State College received
It is the first course ofSuet’ president; Thane Deckstrand, $134,014 for National Defense StuGlenn Morrison, record - dent Loans for the 1959-60 aca- fered at State that covers all
and Irene Wood - demic year and a larger amount is areas in the Federal Avia’tiding secretary.
expected for next year, Mr. Ryan tion Agency ( formerly CAM examination.
said.
Titled Aeronautics 2, "Basic
Aeronautical Sciences," it will cover basic flight -theory fundamentals, power plants, meteorology,
navigation, radio procedures, basic
Eight students us etc initiated Instrument flight techniques and
into Beta Beta Beta, national biol- recent Civil Air Regulations on priogy honor society, at an initiation vate aircraft operations. It’s worth
I
First in
Jan. 7 at the Student Activities two units credit.
., formal wear
Building.
The course is scheduled at 7:30
since 1906
The initiates are Arthur Back, a.m. Wednesday-Friday and at
medical technician major; John 11:30 a.m. Tuesday-Thursday. SeBerney, life sceince major; Dean veral department staff members
Griffin, life science major; Susan will instruct, covering sections
Roberts, life science major.
dealing with their specialities.
SALES RENTALS
Herbert II. Royse, wildlife conservation major; Judy Yamada, biIn Sin Jo.n
ology minor; June Yamamoto, me75 South 2nd Street
dical technician major; June ChiCY4-2322
yono Yokol, bacteriology major;
Alin Polo Alto, San Francisca,
and Judith Griestiaber, provisional TODAY
Oakland and eeeee ley
El Circulo Castellano, election of ofmember.
fice,s. CH208 7.30 pm.
1WHC, renatIng CH235, 330 p.m.
Industrial Relations Club, election of
officers and La Totre pictotts. TH127
7.30 p.m.
Lutheran Students Assn., dinner. 6
Studen+
p.m.. volIeyball. 7:30 p.m.,
"Sizzling, juicy Burgers
Christian Center.
Newman Club, Rcwy, 8.15 p.m.,
for only 24 cents ...
meeting. 8.30 p.m tfe.,,,,e, Hon, 79 5.
Fifth 5i.
the dark flavor of great coffee
Pi Lambda, meet:n.1 WAA Lnunle
7-30 pen.
Drop In
Social Affairs Committee, meeting
Near ScLool
388 E. Santa Clara
TH53, 3.30 p.m.
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Spartaguide

THE BURGER HOUSE

amazing that we can’t tell you the famed maker’s name, for they’re
regularly priced up to 15.95! a fabulous special purchase of fur-blend cardigans’and pullovers
in exciting novelty styles...a brilliant range of colors, 36 to 40
and not a

bit

in the sport shops of

JOSEPH MAGNIN

mon

sI31t1 t’s 1)%1113’
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Spartan Quint
Tiffs St. Mary’s

Mittmen Losing Casanova
To Prepare Worries Ducks
For Marines

Excitement is mounting in the
San Jose State boxing gym as
by
play
championship
from
Mated
W2-11
unblemished
an
Spurting
Coach Julie Menendez’ charges are
CAC mark and playing without arch -rival Santa Clara.
Gaels’
putting the frosting on the cake
the
also
were
Dons
USF’s
all-around
of
their
the services
junior star Tom Meschery, the Gal- first victim in loop play, by bowing concerning their personal preparaloping Gaels from Moraga invade in a 67-62 overtime thriller.
tions for the meet on Saturday
Last Tuesday Coach Jim Weav- night at the San Jose Civic AudiSpartan Gym Saturday, Jan. 23. to
best
in
Jose
their
San
at
improving
were
take on an
er’s boys
torium against the San Diego MaState five.
stopping COP. 61-54. Wright, who
rine Recruit Depot.
last
chamlocals
loop
the
defending
St. Mary’s.
tallied 34 against
The 178 lb. clash has been canpions, lost the talented All -Confer- Friday, was held to six by Claience stalwart to a fractured cheek- borne, who played his best game celled leaving ten bouts for the
bone just prior to the league op- of the season.
evening.
ener last week. The 6-6 forward
Stu Bartell, normally a 178 lb.
reboun,
outstanding
Gaels’
the
was
fighter will drop down to the 165
seaearly
paced
the
also
der and
lb. class and Al Woo will drop to
son scoring at a 14-plus clip.
the 156 lb. division: Jake Avey,
Without Meschery as a major
regular 156 pounder, will sit
the
came
who
Spartans,
problem the
out the evening.
into their own against Santa Clara
The first two events of the proon Tuesday, may well be in a good
gram will feature 112 lb. T. C.
position to pull the year’s first
Chung and 119 lb. Ron Nichols,
major WCAC upset.
both products of the 50th state of
As Coach Walt McPherson prehow
learning
Like a new baby
Hawaii. Both are also former NCviously stated. the Spartans will
to walk, San Jose State’s new vol- AA champs, Chung in 1958 and
always have their hands full when
time
leyball team is having a hard
Nichols in 1959.
facing a "big man" (of the Leroy
finding the winning formula. The
Nichols scored three impressive
Wright vintage, because of their
San
all-world army champs from
TKO’s enroute to his championdefinite lack of overall height.
Francisco’s Presidio took two ship throne.
Minus Meschery the Gaels are
straight games from the Spartans
without their "big man" and the
Dave Nelson has been a national I
night, in the Men’s Gym.
locals, who make up in aggressive- Tuesday
finalist the last two years in the
to
tried
gamely
Spartans
The
will
size,
ness what they lack in
132 and 139 lb. class. His loss last
he in a good position to give their pull the first game out but fell year at Reno was highly disputed.
seThe
15-11.
losing
while
short
the
East Bay visitors a run for
Charley Brown is the experienccond game was more of the same
money.
ed boxer that Coach Menendez
experience
team’s
army
but
the
With Meschery, the Most Valuneeds to fill the 147 lb. class.
able Player in the recent WCAC and ability led to a 15-7 win.
Brown has fought in the CleveRoger
Coach
In losing, however,
Tournament, out of the lineup a
land Golden Gloves and the Northlarge share of the Moragans’ re- McCandless had praise for his lads. west AAU.
game
first
bounding load falls on the shoul- "The tightness of the
Al Woo is improving and is the
ders of 6-9 junior center Al Clai- shows a marked improvement in
main cog to a well balanced Sparborne, who hasn’t quite mastered our calibre of play. The first time
tan glove team. A veteran of last
the moves to make him a consis- we met this team in the Reno
year’s ring wars, he will have to
tourney, we weren’t able to score
tant opposing threat.
be in top shape all year to retain
Flanking Claiborne at the for- more than three points in either
his varsity slot.
ward spots are two impressive game," replied the young coach.
Now the big man makes the
sophomores up from a good 1959
Most of the mistakes made by
yearling squad, 6-4 Phil "Bo" Hart the Spartans were of the team scene. The shadow of Archie Milton will haunt all of his opponents
and 6-3 Bill Leedom.
variety rather than individual misAt the guard positions the Gaels cues so McCandless feels that har- with his powerful two fisted atare strong with two year veteran der practice will remedy the situ- tack. Archie has been to the finals
of the NCAA twice, winning the
Larry Brennan and junior Gene ation.
coveted title as a sophomore and
Womack. the team’s most pleasant
Hogan
Don
Tom Nilsson and
losing last year as a junior to Hal
surprise thus far this season.
of
talents
set well for the spiking
Espy of Idaho, whom Archie had
A fairly strong bench staffed by Jerry Ackeret and Bill Smyth.
previously beaten three times.
a string of excellent frosh teams
certainly boosts the St. Mary’s
stock for a possible championship
repeat.
The Gaels claim an early season
squeaker-win over Stanford, but
There are still a "few vacant
took their lumps at the hands of positions" for men Spartacampers
As much as five feet of snow
highly-rated Evansville and Wich- according to Spartacamp chairita on a December hoop jaunt.
man Don Brown. Men may sign fell in some places in the High
In the WCAC Tourney the Gaels up in front of the bookstore be- Sierras last weekend much to the
looked like champs in wins over tween 9:30 am. and 1:30 p.m.
satisfaction of ski enthusiasts.
were elimSeattle and L’SF,
Today is the last day men stuEcho Summit ski area resported
dents may register for the leader- the new fall added a good foot of
ship camp. The $10 camp fee must snow to the packed hill area and
be paid at t:te time students nearly 18 inches to the unskied
sign-up.
areas.
Women students signed up MonThis brings the depth at Echo
k’iehmanha,eball coach War- day and Tuesday. Brown said
Summit to nearly three feet withren Fraleigh has announced that there may be a few camp positions
out using horizontal snow depth
all candidates for the freshman open for women but will anmeasurements.
baseball team must sign-up with nounce this later through the
him personally before tomorrow Daily.
11117DDEW
at 3 p.m. in Room 121 of the Men’s
DUNEDIN, Fla. (UPI) - Howie
COACH 33 YEARN
Gym.
WORCESTER, Mass. 11:1’11 - Johnson of Meadow Lark, Calif.,
This sign-up includes all those
who missed the recent meeting for Dr. Eddie Anderson of Holy Cross is the champion "mudder" of the
freshman baseball candidates and is the "dean" of active American golf circuit. His first victory was in
any others who are eligible and college football coaches. The 1959 the rain-lashed Azalea Open in
have not yet signed up for the season was his rani as a head 1958 and his second was in the rain
at Baton Rouge, La., this year.
coach.
sport.

Army Takes
Two Straight
From Spikers

Men May Sign
For Spartacamp

CLASSIFIEDS
25c line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16. Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Rooms for Roof

Furs. 5-rm apt. lige., 4
Irons furn.
CoLiS
S. 6th. CV 5.5847.
Lop attract, furs, apt. for 4 boys. only
$32.50 ea. Near college. AX 6-3490.
Furs, apt. for 3; 11/2 blk. to school. 452
S. 4th. Apt. 2. CV 7-0534,
New (urn. apts. studio, 1 and 2-bdrm.,
singles, groups, from $25 per person,
CV 2.5000. 48 S. 4th St.
We have furnished apts. available for
spring semester on 10th and 11th St.
near campus. All new electric kitchens,
will to wall carpeting, draperies through
out the apts., heated swimming pool,
automatic washers and dryers, telephone
outlets in kitchen and TV autennaes. We
pay 5e4baoe and water For information
call CV 7.8713. CV 7.8877, There is no
charge for our service-it is our pleasure.
Lg.. 3 and 4 rooms. Cpl. Of 4 girls. 342
Sa 116 St. CH 8.1536.
Furnished Apt. close. Delos, available
at Semester break. 421 E. San Antonio,
CV 7-7653 or AL 24884.
Apartments for rent near campus. Call
Spartan Rental Service, CV 7-8877, CV
7.8713.
Modern (urn. apts. for 3. 4:or 6 stu.
dents 283 E. Rood, Call CV 3.7103.
2 bdrm apts., fare. ter.I indiv, auto
washers, kblk, from campus. Soo Mgr.,
414 So. 4th St.. Apt. 2 Cy 74534,

Good room for 2 girls. Call Barbara or
C’s’ 5.9521.
Women: furn, rm.. priv. ent., share kit.
and bath. $37.50 per mo. CV 4.9254,
Miss Thorp.
Upstairs small rm. for not semester, $20
rno. 2 bilis. to college. 491 So. Ph.
MOO SfOdOilh: rm., with kit. priv., tin.
ens fern. $30. Ira. 655 So. 6th St., CV
5.5847.
Rrn. for 1, 2, 3 mos. kit. priv. ’ono of 3
best near campus: interesting diversified
group, $30 per co. Call Larry or Bros.
den. CV 4.6437.
Room for man with kit. priv. $27.50 per
month. 37 So. 5th.
Room for Rent with Kit, Priv. SS S. (Ott.
Men students-rooms kit. priv. or board
31 So, 13th, CV 2.8580.
Lg. private ’T., rf110 student. No smol,
in.7. or drinking. 251 So. 14th.
Wert-ilia students: rm. with Fit. priv. 569
So. 101h, Mn. Sullivan, CV 57873.
Men, dbi rm., twin beds, also sql. with
Shore Ilootole
priv. entrance, heat. 62 No. 7th, Kit.
priv. opt.
21,
seeks
spring se’s. aot, with
Girl,
Mary George Co-op girls $45. mo. 146
girls, Write Carol Hilliard, 3731 Dwight
So. 10M. 4 vac. next Sew.
St., San Diego 5.
Apartments for Roof
Went 2 men to share lg. 6.rm. apt. with
others. $25 por leo. 450 So. 8th. CV
3modern (urn. apts. furs, 4 students. 495
2-8981.
E. W111.a^,s St. CV 3-2674

Another source of worry to Duck
fans is the fact that the Bay Area
is, in a sense, Casanova’s home.
He began his athletic career in
Humboldt county and went on to
gain national recognition as a grid der and later as a coach. at Santa
Clara.
Currently Cas is running neck
and neck for the Cal job with
Eddie Erdelatz, former Navy grid
boss, and Dee Andros, former top
assistant to the departed Pete Elliott.
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Fresh Snow Fall
In High Sierras

Frosh Baseball
Sign-up Deadline

Classified Rates:

Who gets the Job as head I, nit ball coach at the University of
California is of little consequence
to the students at the University
of Oregon -that is, as long as it
isn’t their man Len Casanova.
At Eugene, Casanova said he
still hadn’t decided whether to remain a candidate for the Berkeley
post; but the general feeling on
the campus is one of fear over
losing the popular 10-year Oregon
mentor.
Al Hynding, sports editor of the
college paper, writes in his column,
"it is necessary to suspect that
Cal will make strong attempts to
offer him (Casanova) an attractive, superior salary to that which
he is getting now."

Girl to share apt. with 3. 529 S. 7th, $5,
Cr 7 2345, after 5,
Share apt. with two males. $22.50 ea.
plus util. 380 S. 5th. CV 2.2250.
Want two girls to share apt. for 4. Call
after 5-.CV 7-2380.
Want 1 mak student to share apt. with
3.P001. CV 30246.
3 girls to share apt. clic. mos. rent. 415
So. 5th St. CV 5.6607.
College boys to share home with same.
OS So. I;th. CV 3.5933. Bob.
Girl to share apt. with 3. 2 bdrm.. fern.,
with pool. 405 So. 7th, no. 10. CV 4[446 aft. 6.
Rooms sod Booed
Wanted: 4 girls to take over cont. Lo.
calif,/ ideal. Kit, priv. 10 meals wk. Gay
or Peggy. CV 3-9850.
Girls-room and board. BELLA DONNA
HALL. 179 Ss. 14th St. College me.
proved. CY 7.8105.

San Jose State College

SUMMER SESSIONS
Can Save YOU Time and Money!

Miseellootoos for Selo
Veva Mtr. Scooter. 125cr.. Cheap. CV
2.7950 or CV 7.0694. I blk from campus
Spools’ Notices
Folk Songs, Fri.. Sat., 9 p.m.: HiFi Study
Hour. weekdays at 7 p. m. at the
MASQUE 484 E. San Carlos.
Typing of home, reasonable rate. ES 70971.
Typing done in my home. Call CL I.
2731.
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YOU MAY EARN as much as six units of credit in the
six -week session . . . Plus up to four units of credit in the
four -week session.
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE SUMMER SESSIONS di low you to "get ahead," or to "catch up" if, for example,
you have switched majors.
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SUMMER SESSIONS help you to finish college and start
earning a full-time salary a semester early-even a year
early if you take advantage of three summer double sessions.
SUMMER STUDY makes up for time in the military service to which you may be obligated later.
EARLY GRADUATION can mean less competition for
the job of your choice by other forthcoming graduates
of the "Soaring Sixties,"

Autos For Solo
’$2 Cad. Conn. $440. Good radio, tires,
rebvilt trans. CV 2.6291
’56 Austin -Healey. new trans. Must sell.
$600 or trade for equity. CV 1.6919.
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For Most Effective Scheduling of Courses
Plan Your Spring and Summer Programs Together
You may obtain a free copy of the preliminary Summer
Sessions Class
Schedule next week at the Spartan Book Store or at the
Summer Sessions Office, Room 144, Administration Building

Attend the 1960 Summer Sessions
at San Jose State College
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